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AN UNCONVENTIONAL PROBLEM IN THE ELEMENTARY 
THEORY OF NUMBERS 
STEFAN SCHWARZ, Bratislava 
(Received December 27, 1979) 
Let m = PI^.. P"'", Œi ^ 1, be the factorization of an integer m > 1 into different 
primes and S{m) the multiphcative semigroup of residue classes (mod m). The class 
containing the number a will be denoted by [a] . We shall freely use the fact that S(m) 
admits also an addition. We deal with residue classes as with elements of the finite 
semigroup S(m). However, in some places, where various modules appear, it will 
be more convenient to deal with congruences. 
In studying the structure of 5(m) I has been led to the following question. Let 
[a] G S(m). What can be said about the value of the sum 
[A] = [A{a, m)] = [a + a^ + ... + â <̂'">] , 
where (p{m) is the Euler function? 
It turns out that [ л ] (and analogous sums to be considered below) can be easily 
computed by means of the idempotents contained in S(m). The question is non-
trivial only in the case (a — 1, m) > 1. The result given, e. g., in Theorem I seems 
to be of a considerable interest since there are few results in which the idempotents 
e S(m) (different from [1]) play an essential role. 
I have not been able to find problems of this kind in Dickson's History of the 
Theory of Numbers nor elsewhere. This explains the title of the paper. 
L PRELIMINARIES 
In the following we shall need some facts concerning S{m) which have been 
proved in extenso in the paper [1]. Some of them are by far not commonly known. 
Denote by G[m) the group of units of S(m), i.e. G{m) = {[a] G S(m) | (a, m) = 1}. 
Then S(m) can be written as a union of two disjoint sets S{m) = G{m) u N(m), 
where N(m) = {[a] G S{m) | (a, m) > 1}. The group G[m) is order (p(m). The order 
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of any element [a] e G(m) is a divisor of l(m) (the Carmichael function). Here A(m) 
is defined as follows: 
a) 
^(„o^\ _ ЫР") if P is odd, or ^̂^̂  = 2, or p" = 4 , 
{P ) - I20C-2 if p"' = 2°' and a è 3 . 
b) If m = ;)î' . . . p^', 
À(m) = l.c.m. [ Я ( Й ' ) , . . . Д ( Р Г ) ] . 
Consider now any element [a] e S(m) and the sequence 
(1) [ а ] , [ а Г , [ а Р , . . . . 
If [a] e G{m), then since [a]^^""^ = [1] there is a least integer d{a) such that 
[a]''^''^ = [ l ] and d[a\\X{m). The sequence (l) is of the form 
[ а ] , [ а Г , . . . , [ « Г ^ = [ 1 ] , | [ 4 № - . 
hence periodic with the period d{d). 
If [a] e N(m), this need not be true. But it can be proved that for any [a] e S(m) 
we have [a]"^"'^ = [-̂ jv/m) + A(m)̂  where v(m) = max(ai, аз, ..., a,). Hence to any 
[a] G S(m) there is a least integer k(a) ^ 1 and a least integer J(a) such that [a]^^''^ = 
= [a]^^''^^''^''^ Here k(a) ^ v(m) and d(a) | Я(т). The sequence (1) is of the form 
[a] , [ a ] ^ ..., [a]^(^^-\ | [ а ^ Ч ..., [af^-)^'^^^-\ \ [af^^\ [af^^^^\ ... 
hence ultimately periodic with the period d(a). (It may happen that k{a) = 1 even 
for [a] G iV(m) so that (1) is periodic.) 
The sequence (1) contains one and only one idempotent [e] = [ e j G S(m). If 
[a] G G(m), this idempotent is [1]. If [a] e N(m), then the least exponent r = r(a) 
for which [a]' ' is an idempotent is uniquely determined by the conditions k(a) ^ 
й r{a) й k{a) + d{a) - 1 and d{a) \ r{a). 
If \_e] is the (unique) idempotent contained in the sequence (1), we shall say that [a] 
belongs to the idempotent [e]. 
In particular, for any [a] G S(m), [a]'^^'"^ is an idempotent, namely the idempotent 
to which [a] belongs. (If m Ф 8 and m Ф 24 it can be shown that even [a]'̂ '̂"^ is an 
idempotent.) 
We now describe the set E of all idempotents contained in 5(m). The semigroup 
S(m) contains exactly 2'' idempotents (including [0] and [1]). Any idempotent G S(m) 
can be written in the form [e] = [pi^ •" pl" - w], where /̂  is either 0 or â  and [w] is 
a suitably chosen element G G(m). The element [w] is not necessarily uniquely de­
termined. 
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The set £ is a Boolean algebra if the operations v and л are defined as follows. 
Let [e'], [e'] e E, 
[e'] = [p[' ... PI''U^ , where /,• is either 0 or a^, 
[e"] = [pi^ . . . pi'v] , where ji is either 0 ot a,-, 
and [w], [Ï;] G G(m). Define 
[e'] A И = [рГ"^'''''\..рГ"^'-'^^и,] , 
where [wi], [i^i] G G(m) are determined by the requirement that [e'] л [e"], [e'] v 
V [e''] are idempotents G 5(m). It is easy to show that with these operations E 
becomes a Boolean algebra. (Here [^'] л [e''] may be simply replaced by [e' . e"].) 
We give a computational procedure how to find the idempotent [^д] to which 
a given element [a] G 5(m) belongs. Suppose that [a] = [wpf̂ ^ ... pf*], [u] G G(m), 
(ïi, ..., Ï,} cz {1, 2, ..., r} and j9,- ^ 1. Then [ e j - [t;p ;̂̂  ••• Р Я and i; G G(m) can 
be computed from the condition \_v.p1i^ ...Y = l^^pVi' -•]^ i-̂ -» *̂У solving the 
congruence 
v.i^l^...lfi:'^ 1 ( m o d m | p ? ^ . . p % ) . 
The idempotents G S(m) of the form 
Ш = [uiPV] , [Ui] e G{m), 
(i = 1, ..., r) are called the maximal idempotents e S(m). Any idempotent which 
is Ф [1] can be written as a product of maximal idempotents. Let a be an integer 
which is divisible by pf/ .•./?!% {ч, .-., is} ^ {1, 2, ..., r}, i.e. [a] = [wpf/ •../??;], 
where [w] G G(m). Then it can be proved that [a] belongs to the idempotent 
The primitive idempotents e S(m) are idempotents of the form [/,] = [«/(^/рГ)]» 
[w,] G G{m). They posses the orthogonality property, i.e. [ / J . [ / J = 0 if Ï Ф j . 
Also [/,] + [ / J = [1]. Any idempotent ф [0] can be written as a sum of primitive 
idempotents. 
A numerical illustration of a part of the results just described is given at the end 
of the paper. 
Finally, we recall the Chinese remainder theorem, which in our terminology has 
the following form: 
If [x] G S(m) and x = a^ (mod pi'),..., x = â ^ (mod p'^/), then [x] = [<^i/i + • • • 
. . . + a j j . 
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2. THE CASE [a] G G{m) 
Suppose that [a] e G[m) and consider the element 
[A] = [A{a, m)] = [a] + [af + ... + [a]^^"'>, 
If d is the order of [a] in G(w), we have 
[A] = ^{a + ... + a" 
Since {[a], [a]^, ..., [a]"^} is a group, we have [Л] [a] =̂  [Л], i.e. [Л] [a - 1] = 
= [0]. If [a — 1] e G(m), this implies [Л] = [0]. So the difficulties are restricted to 
the case (a — 1, m) > 1, i.e., [a — 1] eN(m). 
We begin with the case m = p'^ and prove: 
Lemma 1. Let p be a prime, a ^ 1, a an integer with (a, p) = 1 and A = a -\~ 
<p{p°^) + a^ + ... + a 
a) For p odd, we have 
^ _ fO (mod / ) if {a - \,p)= \ . 
~ \(p{p^) (mod / ) if \a ~l,p) = p, 
b) For p = 2, we have 
A = J^(^'') (^^^ ^'') if ОС = 1, or (X ^ 2 and a is of the form 4/ + 1 , 
~ [0 (mod 2^) if (x^2 and a is of the form 4/ + 3 . 
Proof. With respect to the remark at the beginning of this section it is sufficient 
to consider only the case (a - 1, p) = p, i.e., a of the form a = 1 + /p (/ an integer). 
Further, if a = 1 and p is odd we have Л = (1 + /;?) + ... 4- (1 + IpY"^ = 
= p — 1 = (p[p) (mod p). If a = 1 and p = 2, then A = 1 = (p{2) (mod 2). 
Henceforth we may suppose a ^ 2. 
We first have the following arithmetical identity: 
A = {a + a^ + . . . + a^^^^'"^)(l + a''^^^"^ + a^^^P^"^ + ... + a^P-'^^^P""'^). -
The first factor can be decomposed in the same manner and repeating this procedure 
we obtain Л as a product of a factors 
A = UoU,...U,_,, 
where 
UQ = a + a^ + . . . aP~^ , 
L/. = 1 + a (̂̂ )̂ + a^^^''^ + .. . + fl<^-^)'P(^^> for 1 ^ Ï ^ a - 1 . 
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a) Suppose p > 2 and a = 1 + Ip. Then 
U^ = (1 + /p) + ... + (1 + /p)^-^ = p - 1 (mod p ) , 
hence UQ = p — 1 -\- Igp with an integer /Q. For 1 ^ / ^ a — 1, 
U, = 1 + (1 + IpY^P'^ + ... + (1 + /^)(р-1Жр') = 
= p + Ip (p{p'') [1 + 2 + . . . + ( / ? - 1)] = 
^Р + ¥ф')р\р- 1 ) ^ P (mod/7^). 
Hence и I ~ p + //P^ with an integer /,-. Therefore 
A = [{p - 1) + /0/7] [p + / , / ] . . . [p + / , _ , / ] , 
which immediately implies A = {p — \)p''~^ (mod z?""). This proves Lemma 1 for 
p > 2. 
b) If p = 2, our identity has the form 
A = a{l + a) (1 + a^) (1 + a^) ... (1 + a ' ^ " ) . 
a) If a is of the form 1 + 4/, then (for 0 ^ / ^ a - 2) we have 1 + (1 + 4/)^' = 
= 2(1 + 2li) {li an integer) so that 
a - 2 
Л - (1 + 4/) . 2^-1 П (1 + 2^0 = 2°^-^ - (̂ 9(2̂ ) (mod 2") . 
i = 0 
^) If a is of the form 3 + 41, then 1 + a = 4(/ + 1) while for i ^ 1 we have 
1 + (3 + 4iy' = 2(1 + 21 i) (/. an integer). Hence 
a-2 
A = {3 + 41). 2\l + 1) . 2^-^ П (1 + 2/,) = 0 (mod 2") . 
i = i 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
We now turn to the case m = p]^ ... p^% r > 1, and consider the sum 
A = A{a, m) = a + a^ + ... + a*̂ "̂'̂ , (a, m) = 1 . 
Since (p(p°l') I (p{m) and a'^^^t'^'^ = 1 (mod p^'), we have 
Л = (a + a^ + ... + â ^ î̂ 'M ^ 1 (mod рГ) • 
Hence (by Lemma 1): 
a) For Pi > 2 
^ ^ Jo (mod PT) if ( a - hPt) = l 
[(p(m) (mod ;?^0 if (a - 1, 77̂ ) = p^. 
b) For Pi = 2 
(2) Л = ф(т) (mod 2^) if a = 1, or if a ^ 2 and a is of the form 4/ + 1, 
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(3) v4 = о (mod 2^) if a ^ 2 and a is of the form 4/ + 3. 
Knowing the values of A (mod p^) we use the Chinese remainder theorem to 
find A (mod m). 
a) Suppose first that m = i?i* ... Pr'' is odd and P = {pi^, ..., P/J, 1 ^ 5 ^ r, 
is the subset of those primes e [p^, ..., p^} which divide a — 1, i.e., a — 1 = 
wp?/ •'• 1̂1% î i ^ 1. (". ^0 = 1- For i e {i\, ..., / J we have A = (??(m) (mod p^'), 
while for / Ф {z'l, ..., i^} we have /1 = 0 (mod p'J'). Hence A = (p(m) (/,-̂  + ... + Д ) 
(mod m). 
The element [a — 1] e S(m) belongs to the idempotent [e] = [/,i/i2 • • •Д] = 
= [(1 - / , . ) . . . (1 - / J ] = [1 - (/,, + .. . + / , J ] . Hence [/,, + .. . + / , J = 
= [1 — e] and A = (1 — e) (p(m) (mod m). This formula holds also if (a — 1, m) = 
= 1, (i.e. P is empty) for then [a — 1] belongs to the idempotent [e] = [1] and we 
know (see the introduction to this section) that in this case A = 0 (mod m). 
b) Now let m = l^'p^^ ...p"/ and P = [p^^, ..., p j , 1 ^ s ^ r - 1, be those 
(odd) primes e {рз? •••̂  î r} which divide (a — 1). Since (a, m) = 1, a — 1 is even 
and we have a — 1 = 2^^p^i^ . . . pfjw, ßi ^ 1, (w, m) = 1. Further (by the Chinese 
remainder theorem), 
A = aJi + (p{m)(fi^ + ... + / J (mod m), 
where a ̂  is to be chosen in accordance with the formulas (2) and (3). [If P is empty, 
the second term on the right vanishes.] 
a) If â  = 1 or aj ^ 2 and a is of the form 41 + 1. we have to insert a^ = (p[m) 
so that A = (p(m) (/^ + /,2 + • • • + Д ) (mod m) and by the same argument as 
above A = [1 ~ e) (p(m) (mod m), where [e] is the idempotent to which [a — 1] e 
€ S(m) belongs. (This also holds if P is empty.) 
Remark . If a is of the form 4/ + 1 and a^ ^ 2, then a - 1 = 2 '̂/7?2' ••• P1% 
where ß^ ^ 2 and the element [(a — l)/2] belongs to the same idempotent as 
[a - 1] (namely, H = [ / i ^ . . . / J ) . 
ß) If «1 ^ 2 and a is of the form 4/ + 3, we have a^ = 0 (mod 2°"̂ ) and therefore 
A = (p(m) [fi^ + ... + / j j . In this case a — 1 is divisible by 2 but not by 4 so that 
we have a - 1 = Ip^l . . . pf;w, ß^ ^ 1, (w, m) = 1. Now the element [(a - l)/2] 
belongs to the idempotent [É?] = [ Д . - - / i j = [1 - (//2 + ••• + / ü ] ' hence 
\_fi2 + • • • + / j J = [1 ~ ^] and A = ф(т) (I — e) (mod m). This formula also 
holds if [pi^, ..., pi^ is empty, for then [e] = [1]. 
We have proved: 
Theorem 1. Let m = pl^ ... p'^'' and (a, m) = 1. 
a) If all Pi are odd and [a — 1] belongs to the idempotent [e], then 
(4) М + [«Р+. . . + [аГ"" = [(1-е)9(т)]. 
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b) The same result holds if m = 2 . p^2^ .., p^''. 
c) / / m = 2'̂ 'p2^ ••' PT ^f^à (Xi ^ 2, the relation (4) holds if [e] is the idempotent 
to which [(a ~ l)/2] belongs. 
Remark . If [a] runs through all the (p{m) elements e G{m), the sum A{a. m) 
attains at most 2'' different values. If [e] is given, the value [(1 — e) (p{rnj] is attained 
since to any [e] there is an [a] e S{m) such that [a — 1] belongs to [e]. It is suf-
ficient to put [a] = [1 -- e]. Then [<̂  — 1] = [~^] and this element belongs to the 
idempotent [e]. Since [1 — e] is an idempotent we immediately have that 
[1 - e] + ... + [1 - ey^""^ = [1 - e] [(p{m)l 
Of course the classes [(1 — e) (p{tn)] (if [e] runs through E) need not be all dif-
ferent and simple examples show that some of them may coincide. (See the numerical 
example at the end of the paper.) It can be proved that the number of different 
values is 2 ,̂ where i S s ^ r. 
We can slightly modify the result of Theorem 1 : 
Theorem 2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and m is not 
divisible by 2^ a ^ 3. 
We then have 
where e has the same meaning as in Theorem 1. 
Proof. Denote В = a + a^ + ... + a^^'^K 
The number Я(т) is divisible by ф(/?^') if Pi is odd or p^^ = 2 or p^' = 4. Hence 
we may write analogously as above 
Б = (a + a^ + ... + a^^^r^^). - ^ (mod pT) , 
whence by Lemma 1: 
Ч. 0 (mod p'J') if Pi is odd and (a — 1, Pi) = 1 , /l(m) (mod P1') if pi is odd and [a — 1, Pi) = Pi. 
Шт) (mod 2) , 
В = U(m) (mod 2^) if a is if the form 4/ + 1 , 
[o (mod 2^) if a is of the form 4/ + 3 . 
The end of the proof follows by the same argument as in Theorem 1. 
Remark . The fact that for m = 2"̂ , a ^ 3, Theorem 2 does not hold can be proved 
directly. In this case we have 
B = a + a^ + ... + a ' " " = a(l + a) (1 + a^)...(l + a ' " " ) . 
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If a - 1 + 4/, then 1 + a = 2(1 + 21), For i ^ 1 we have 1 + a^' = 1 + 
+ (1 + 4lf' = 2(1 + 4 / j , li an integer, hence 
a - 3 
В = (1 + 4/) (1 + 21) T-^ П (1 + 4/i) = 
- (1 + 21) 2^-2 = 2""^ + {a - 1) 2^-^ (mod 2"). 
Now 2^"^ + (a - 1)2^"^ depends on a and need not be equal to X{2'-) = 2"'^ 
(mod 2^). (It is equal to 2^"^ iff a is of the form a = 1 + 8/.) 
3. THE CASE [a] e N(m) 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 need not hold if (a, m) > 1. 
Consider, e.g., the semigroup S(p''), oc > i, p odd. The element [a] = [p] belongs 
to the idempotent [e] = [0]. Since (p{p'') > a, we have Ä = a -{- ... + a'^^^'^^ = 
= p -{- ... -r p""'^ (mod p"") and 
A - {1 - e) (/>(/) = p ^ ... + p--^ + 2 / - ^ (mod p'). 
The term on the right hand side is = 0 (mod p) but фО (mod p^), hence фО (mod p""). 
The modifications necessary in order to obtain a statement analogous to Theorem 1 
in the case (a, m) > 1 are suggested by the fact that for any [a] e S{m) we have 
[a]^^'"^ = [-^]v(n.)+;(.) _ j-̂ jv(m)4-ç,(m)̂  ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ _ max (a^, ..., a,). Hence instead 
of Л we shall consider the sum Ä = a" + a"'^^ + ... + a''" '̂̂ ^"'̂ "^ 
First we prove: 
Lemma 2. Let p be a prime, a ^ 1 and у ^ a. Denote Ay = Ay{a, p^") = a^ + 
.)' + i 4- 4- пУ-^^^р''^-^ We then have: 
_ (0 (modp^) if (a ~ 1, p) = 1 , 
^' ^ ЫР^) (mod / ) if {a ~l,p) = p 
(mod 2"") // a is even , 
(mod 2"") if oc'^2 and a is of the form 4/ + 3 , 
ф(2") (mod 2^) // ^fr/zer a = 1 and a is odd , 
or a ^ 2 an J a /5 o/ the form 4/ + 1 . 
Proof. If {a, p) - 1, then the set {[a]^, [a]'^\ ..., [a]^+'^^^>-^} is the same as 
the set {[a], [ a ] ^ ..., [аУ^""^}. We may use Lemma 1 which leads to the results (5), 
(6), (8), (9). 
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If pja, then a^ = a^^^ = ... = 0 (mod p"") and we have directly Ay = 0 (mod p""). 
Since pja implies (a — I, p) = 1, this result falls under the result (5) for p > 2 and 
under the result (7) for p = 2. (Note that for pja none of the cases (6), (8), (9) can 
occur.) 
Theorem 3. a) Suppose that m = p\^ ... p'^'', where either all pi are odd or m = 
— 2p°2' ••• Pr'̂ - Then for any [a] G S(m) we have 
(10) [A] = [ay + [a]^^' + ... + [a]^^^^-)-^ == [(1 - e) cp{m)] , 
where [e] is the idempotent to which [<3' — 1] belongs. 
b) Suppose that m = 2^^pl^ ... p'^'', oc^ ^ 2. 
a) If a is even, then (10) holds, [e] be/"n^ again the idempotent to which [a — 1] 
belongs. 
ß) / / a 15 odd, (10) /to/Js (/ [e] /5 f/ie idempotent to which [(a — l)/2] belongs. 
Proof. The elements of the set {a\ a'''\ ..., a'"^'^^"^^~'^} taken (mod/?^') are 
<p{mlp1') times written elements {a\ a'''^\ ..., Ö.""^'^^^'"''^"^}. Hence 
I ^ [a^ + ... + a^^^^^^">- ^] . - ^ (mod рГ) • 
(P{PV) 
We use Lemma 2: 
a) For ]7̂  > 2, 
- ^ j o (modp^) if ( a - l ,p , ) = 1 , 
|(p(m) (mod p? )̂ if (a - 1, p )̂ - /;,. 
b) For pi = 2 we have 
Î
0 (mod 2""̂ ) if a is even , 
0 (mod 2"') if â  ^ 2 and a is of the form a = 4/ + 3 , 
(p{2''') (mod 2"̂ ') if either â  = 1 and a is odd , 
or â  ^ 2 and a is of the form a = 4/ + 1 . 
The proof follows now the same lines as in Theorem 1 but we have to consider an 
additional case, namely m = 2'^^pl^ ••- p7 and a is even. 
If a is even, a — 1 is odd. Let P = {pi^, ..., p^J be the set of all those primes 
e {p2, ..., Pr] which divide a — 1. We have a — I = p^l ... pfju, (w, m) = L By the 
Chinese remainder theorem, Л — 0. /^ + cp{ni)[fi^ + ... + / ^ J (mod m). Hence 
[a — 1] belongs to the idempotent [e] = [/̂ -̂  • • • / / J ' whence [1 — ̂ ] = 
~ и il + ••• + / i j and [л ] = [(1 — e) <p(m)]. This completes the proof of Theo­
rem 3. 
We may use Theorem 3 to find the value of [C] = [a] + [aY + ... + [a]'^^'"^ if 
(a, m) > 1 and V > 1. Write [C] = [a] + .. . + [a]^"^ + [Л] - ([а]'^^^^^^ + . . . 
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. . . + [аУ^'"^'-'-'^). If [а] belongs to the idempotent [ e j , we have [af^""^ = [^J, 
hence [aY"'^^^ = [a]' [e^] so that 
[C] = [Л] + [a - a e j + [a^ - a^e^] + ... + [a '"^ - a'-^e^] = 
= [(1 - e)(p{m)] + [1 - e j [a + a^ + ... + a^"'] . 
Corollary, Let [a] be a/tj element e S[m) and suppose that [a] belongs to the 
idempotent [é?i]. Then if v > 1, 
[a] + [a]^ + .-. + H^̂ '̂̂  = 
= [1 - e,'] [a + a^ + . . . + a^~^] + [(1 - e) (p{m)'\ . 
Here if m = P1^ ... j?̂ !'* (p^ = odd) or m = 2^2^... p'^'', then [e] denotes the idempotent 
to which [a — 1] belongs. If m = I'^^p^^ . . . p'^'', a^ ^ 2 and a is even, then [e] 
denotes again the idempotent to which [a — 1] belongs. If in this last case a is oddy 
[e] denotes the idempotent to which \_(a — l)/2] belongs. 
Finally, by the method used above we may prove the following statement analogous 
to Theorem 2. 
Theorem 4. / / m /5 not divisible by T, a ^ 3, then Theorem 3 remains valid if 
(p{m) is replaced by Я(т), while [e] has the same meaning as in Theorem 3. 
4. A NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION 
We conclude our considerations by illustrating the foregoing results on a numerical 
example. 
Let m = 1575 = 3^ . 5^ . 7, hence (p{m) = 720 and À{m) = 60. 
The semigroup S{m) contains 2^ = 8 idempotents. The Boolean algebra E is 
described in Figure L 
The maximal idempotents are: 
[ Л ] = [351] = [ 3 ^ 214] , [ Л ] = [1450] = [ 5 ^ 58] , 
[/3] = [1351] = [7 . 193] . 
The primitive idempotents are: 
[ Л ] = [1225] = [ 5 ^ 7 .16] , [ / ,] = [126] = [ 3 ^ 7 . 2] , 
[/3] = [225] = [ 3 ^ 5 ^ ] . 
The products {[e] [<p(w)]}, e E E, are: [O], [720] and 
{[/1], [/2]. [/3]} • [720] = {[720], [1350], [945]} , 
{ [ / . ] . Ш, [/з]} . [720] = ([0], [945], [1350]} . 
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Hence there are only 4 different products [e </>(m)], e e E. 
a) Take, e.g., a = 22. Since (22, m) = 1 we may use Theorem 1. Since a — I = 
= 3 . 7, [a - 1] belongs to the idempotent [126]. Since [(l - 126). 720] = [1350], 
we have the following equality in S(1575): 





By Theorem 2 we also have [22] + [22]^ + ... + [22]^" = [(1 -126). 60] = 
= [375]. 
ß) Take [a] = [21]. Here (a, m) = (21, 1575) = 21 > 1 and [a - 1] = [2^ . 5]. 
Hence [a - l] belongs to the idempotent [1450]. By Theorem 3 we have (since v = 2) 
И = [21]' + [21]' + ••• + [21]'- ' = [(1-1450). 720] = [945] . 
Y) TO find the value of [ß] = [21] + ... + [21]"^^ write [B] = [A] + [21] -
- [2l]'2i = [Л] + [21] ([1] - [21]'^°). The element [21]^2o -^ necessarily an 
idempotent and since [21] = [3 . 7]. we have [21]''^° = [l26], so that [ß] = 
= [Л] + [(1-126). 21] = [1470]. 
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